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 President’s Column 

 

 

 

 For this month’s column, I thought I’d share a few photos from my 

experience underground in early September on the island of 

Hawai’i.  

Bethany Bruman and I spent an afternoon exploring the lava tubes 

of the Kula Kai lava tube system. Hawai’i Grotto president John 

Wilson was gracious enough to guide us on a tour of some of the 

easier tubes in the area. The trip was quite an interesting 

experience and one I look forward to doing again.  

Jessie Bridges, Bethany Bruman and John Wilson 
checking out the entrance area to a large section of the 
Kula Kai lava tube system. Photo: Matt Bumgardner 

 

John Wilson’s dog Red eyeing a goat skull someone  

placed in front of the entrance to a lava tube.  

Photo: Matt Bumgardner 

The photo above shows what a typical passage looks like in the Kula Kai system.  
The amount of color variation was surprising.  Photo: Matt Bumgardner   
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Old versus New Cave Maps, Part Two 

By Jonathan B. Beard, NSS 21308RL (CO-FE) 

In 2012, in Vol. 7, Issue. 1, I authored an article that contrasted cave maps made 40 years ago or so 

with maps made in recent years to show the additional detail used by today’s standards, often 

involving additional cave passages not included in earlier maps. 

We’ve been mapping and remapping additional caves since that article was published in 

Subterranean Journeys. This article illustrates additional examples. In some cases, it may be 

difficult to think both versions depict the same cave. 

The intention of this article, as was the earlier article four years ago, is not to make light of, or 

poke fun at, the old versions or those who mapped them, but instead, to illustrate the 

advancements in cave mapping methods and technology. We have better lighting systems, better 

clothing, better knee and elbow pads, better mapping tools such as Rite-in-the-Rain paper or 

Mylar, vertical control provided by clinometers and portable laser distometers that allow us to 

make fast measurements of ceiling domes and passage widths. In some cases, to paraphrase Bill 

Shatner’s opening line in the Star Trek TV series, we’ve gone “where no one has gone before.” 

Sometimes that is because we have wetsuits and waterproof equipment that enable us to ooze 

through the watercrawls that had been non-negotiable barriers 40 years ago. And, hey, caves 

change. Log jams; silt and gravel deposits of 40 years ago are removed by floods or fervent cavers 

with digging tools (with landowner permission). 

Lastly, map drafting, which is the entire second half of cave mapping, has come a long, long way in 

the past 40 years. No more fighting clogged Rapidograph ink pens or spilled permanent ink! Grrr! 

No more hassling with cumbersome, tedious Leroy Lettering sets! Double grrr! We do it with 

vector graphics software now (Adobe Illustrator, Xara, etc.) with the luxury of Ctrl-Z to wipe out a 

mistake (“do-overs” are easy and permitted!) and there is the easy freedom of repositioning or 

resizing any object in the map. 

Enjoy and marvel at the mapping advancements. And remember, if I can survey a cave and draft a 

cave map, ANYONE can. Seriously. I really mean it. No kidding. Artistic talent is NOT required. Folks 

like me are living proof of that. 
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Note: Use the PDF Zoom feature to enlarge the map and view the extensive detail of Garrison Cave. At 4.744 miles, 

it is the longest known cave in southwest Missouri and currently the tenth longest in the state.  The  survey took 14 

years to complete.    

Garrison Cave #2 . Sawtooth flowstone in the Waterfall Room 
Photo: Max White 

Garrison Cave #2. Fishhook helictites in 
the Helictite Room.  Photo: Max White 
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Trevor Bussard deep within Bat Cave Herald moths on rope in Cricket Hole  
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Trevor Bussard deep within Bat Cave Herald moths on rope in Cricket Hole  

The McDowell Caves  

By Dillon Freiburger, NSS 21408-RL (FE)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While  the McDowell Caves are 

nothing to write home about 

for most cavers,  for me they 

are notable because they were 

the first wild caves I visited. 

Neither of the two caves has a 

significant amount of passage, 

but in those caves, I learned 

how enjoyable subterranean 

exploration could be and recall 

seeing slimy salamanders in 

Little McDowell Cave for the 

first time.   

More than three years after first exploring the McDowell caves, I returned to survey 

them. Upon request for information on the caves, Jon informed me that reports on the 

caves were slim. McDowell Cave had almost nothing in the files except a mention of the 

archaeologist Gerard Fowke visiting the cave and possibly finding Native American 

remains several decades ago. Little McDowell Cave had an old map created in 1979, but 

needed an update with modern techniques.  
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The Survey  

Three survey trips were needed to complete the sketches of the two caves. During the first two trips I 

worked on McDowell Cave but struggled to interpret what was going on geologically. Many almost 

continuous lenses of chert lined the ceiling, floor, walls and even some of the bluff below the cave. Jon 

assured me that the cave was likely formed in Pierson Limestone, but all the chert, in what would have 

been the Compton Formation in a typical Pierson-formed cave, had me scratching my head.  

 Survey Trip #3 - Jon to the Rescue 

Jon came to the rescue on September 2nd, the third trip. Armed with Jerry Vineyard’s geologist’s 
hammer. After ͞breaking the cave, Jon quickly proved that the cave was in fact, formed in the Pierson. 
The Reeds Spring Formation was only showing near the very upper part of the entrance and the 
Northview Shale was nowhere to be seen. Turns out Pierson in the area is unusually cherty and very 
thick. The ultimate effect of all this chert on the cave is very short, wide passage beyond the entrance. 
The large entrance of the cave is just a result of mechanical erosion associated with the winter months. 

No doubt, McDowell Cave is much larger from the perspective of a salamander or bat. The persistence 

of the stream during dry times and blowing cool definitely hint at a larger cave , but we survey where 

we can fit.  
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Trevor Bussard deep within Bat Cave Herald moths on rope in Cricket Hole  

After finishing the sketch of McDowell Cave, Jon and I moved onto Little McDowell Cave. 

Being just a short walk up the road I wondered why it had been surveyed to the 1970s 

and McDowell Cave never had been. A possible explanation is that the owner of the now 

abandoned and recently burned house just below McDowell Cave may not have 

appreciated cavers. Anyway, the survey of Little McDowell went much more quickly than 

its larger neighbor. There simply wasn’t as much to draw. A feature of the cave 

mentioned, but not drawn on the map, is an impressive sinkhole on the surface above 

what is most likely the offset room in the cave. Jon suggested that the sinkhole and the 

offset room are likely the remnant of a dome which long ago collapsed. I imagine the 

dome in its prime was quite impressive, at least more so than the muddy gnat-filled room 

that now occupies its space.  
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Above: Cave salamander, McDowell 
Cave. Photo: Jonathan Beard 

 

 

Left: McDowell Cave entrance.  

Photo: Jonathan Beard. Bussard deep 
within Bat Cave 

Herald moths on rope in Cricket Hole  

Surveying the McDowell caves brought back many good memories of my first exploration 
of them. I saw them from the eyes of an amateur and eventually through the eyes of a 
sketcher. Both experiences formed the memories I have of my first two wild caves visits. 

 

Right: Little McDowell Cave entrance. 

Photo: Jonathan Beard 

Left: Little McDowell Cave interior. 

Photo: Jonathan Beard 
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Map Redrafting Schermerhorn Park Cave 

By Jonathan Beard, NSS 21408-RL (FE) 

On May 11 Jan Williams of the Kansas Speleological Society (KSS) called me. Normally 

when someone from your past calls, you might expect it to be some kind of bad news. 

Who died? What catastrophic thing happened to a Kansas cave? But no, nothing like that. 

Jan explained that the large printout of my map of Schermerhorn Park Cave in the Ozarks 

of southeast Kansas, which had been on display in the visitor center of the park located 

outside of Galena, was badly faded and worn. It had seen better days. She wondered if I 

could produce another printout of the cave to replace the old one. 

Jan’s mention of the cave map immediately brought back many old but vivid memories: 

After a crew had helped me map the entrance area, old caving buddy Jim Young 

and I had mapped the deep interior of the nearly half-mile long cave in 1986, just 

three years after he and I had co-founded the KSS with others. Jim and I had 

explored and mapped a few Kansas caves and it hit us: We should form a Kansas 

caving club and see if there were others who would partner with us in caving in 

the state. Jim had learned through contacting the Kansas Geological Survey and 

the NSS cave files that Kansas had several caves and that there had been a 

“Kansas Grotto” in the 1960s. 

Jim and I toughed it out. The cave contains a long, narrow, gooey stream crawl 

that is only stopped in the “end” by a low speleothem blockade. However, before 

reaching that, we discovered much virgin passage worth seeing. Dry, walking 

passage with nice speleothems. This rewarding passage is not lengthy, but any 

chance to walk around is an uncommon luxury in a cave I affectionately call 

“Scherm.”  

  

The entrance to Schermerhorn Park Cave promises a large cave passage.  
However, beyond the entrance area, one does a lot of crawling. 
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Trevor Bussard deep within Bat Cave Herald moths on rope in Cricket Hole  

When Jim and I exited the cave, we were slimed from head to toe. I don’t believe 

I’ve ever been so slimed since, although many caves have given Scherm a run for 

its money. 

The map I produced in 1986 was one of my first detailed long cave maps. Little 

did I know during my caving career how many cave maps I would produce after 

that—hundreds!  Upon seeing the map, Dr. Joseph Collins, a herpetologist from 

Kansas University, was astounded the cave was that long. He called it the most 

faunistically significant cave in Kansas.  Jim and I documented every species we 

saw—pipistrelles, transient gray bats, four species of salamander, etc. Bill Busby 

of the Kansas Biological Survey spearheaded the gating of the cave, which 

remains the only gated cave in Kansas. 

A few years after the survey was done, on October 13, 1989, James Foresman, a high 

school biology teacher from Pittsburg accompanied me in a photography trip to 

photograph all of the worthwhile features. My most memorable photo of the trip was 

one of James lying in the water behind “Scherm I,” the raft I had fashioned from 

Styrofoam and duct tape, to float photo equipment through the long watercrawl. Beside 

the raft, all that was visible was James’s head with an expression that seemed to say 

“Hurry up and take the dang picture!”  

 

My only other trip into the long watercrawl, which Jim Young and I named the Crisco 

Crawl, was several years later on October 2, 2010, with MDC fish biologist Blake 

Stephens, when we searched the cave for any Ozark cavefish (found in adjacent Missouri 

counties Jasper and Newton). Although we didn’t find any, we did record a number of 

other species of critters.  

James Foresman and the styro-raft Scherm I that was utilized to float camera 
equipment through the Crisco Crawl. Camera and flash units were contained in a 
military ammo box and the tripod was contained in a tripod case. The raft and 
containers barely fit through the low, narrow, long crawlway. 
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The ringed crayfish, Orconectes neglectus, is a surface 
species found in many Ozarks caves. 

The millipede above may be a Eurasian species introduced 
to North America, found in a number of caves in the 
eastern half of the United States. Millipede specialist 
Norman Youngsteadt tentatively identified it as Oxidus 
gracilis. Photo: Jon Beard 

 

Blake Stephens beside the “Buddha” speleothem a short 
distance inside Schermerhorn Park Cave. Photo: Jonathan 
Beard 

Blake Stephens oozes through the Crisco Crawl. In 
Schermerhorn Park Cave. Photo: Jonathan Beard 

Left: Cave salamander, Eurycea 
lucifuga, can be found 
throughout the cave.  

Photo: Jonathan Beard 
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Trevor Bussard deep within Bat Cave Herald moths on rope in Cricket Hole  

Checking the 1985-1986 Schermerhorn Park Cave Map 

After Jan’s phone call ended, I looked at a digital copy of the map and found it 
unacceptable. The map appeared to be a 100th generation of a photocopy, blurred so 
badly most features and lettering were not legible. I pulled out my Rapidograph inked 
mylar original final draft out of storage. The mylar was first generation mylar, thin, 
translucent and crinkly. The alleged permanent black ink was badly faded and attempts to 
scan it failed miserably without extensive Photoshop tools. The ugly result was readable, 
but still looked too much like a Rorschach ink blot test. I decided I would redraft the map 
in all of its fine detail to modern standards using Adobe Illustrator. 

A New Map Brings Back Vivid Images from Yesteryear  

Surprisingly, as I drafted sections of the cave map using scans of various parts of the old 
map, I had mental images of the features in detail, something I may not always be famous 
for when it comes to remembering things really important. I recalled the breakdown near 
the end, the speleothem blockade, the small stand-up domes along the way, the vivid 
pumpkin orange flowstone and rimstone terraces that inspired us to name the features 
“Amber Dome” and “Pumpkin Falls.” 

I produced a completed 2017 version of the map (roughly 30 feet to the inch) in just 18 

hours in a span of three days and sent jpg and PDF versions to Jan (and husband Wayne 

White), whose names appear on the map among a number of people who had helped in 

the first day of survey in 1985. See the Schermerhorn Park Cave map on page 26.  

To get a better look of the fine detail on the map, use the PFD Zoom feature to enlarge 

the map. 

 I am grateful for Wayne and Jan for giving me the inspiration to not only produce a nicer 

version of the map, but also for giving me the chance to relive some fond memories.   
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Use of Magic Sculpt 

By Jonathan Beard, NSS 21408-RL (FE) 

Earlier in 2017, I received a request from Bruce Herschend to reattach two stalactites in 

Marvel Cave, the flagship commercial cave located in Silver Dollar City, an amusement 

park in the Branson, Missouri area. Alicia and I spent a good part of a day with Bruce and 

at the end of the day we had the stalactites repaired.  

For the repairs, we used something Bruce donated to the cause: a thick two-part epoxy 

labeled as Magic-Smooth. The base had the consistency and color of Vaseline, only 

thicker. I ordered some for myself to use in other cave repairs as well as at home. In 

searching for it online, I found that the manufacturer also made an even thicker two-part 

epoxy named Magic-Sculpt. It is like modeling clay, only it is a two-part epoxy product. I 

wondered if it would serve a role in filling small gaps in speleothem repairs where small 

pieces could not be found. I had a particular speleothem in mind. I made a motion to use 

SPG’s speleothem restoration fund to purchase a one-pound kit of Magic-Sculpt as well as 

a four-pound kit of Magic-Smooth. 

On May 30th, I visited Fitzpatrick Cave with a small container of restoration supplies. After 

photographing five cave salamanders who seemed to beckon me to take pictures of 

them, I proceeded to Paul’s Gallery to the small drapery repaired several months ago. 

Matt Bumgardner had found four pieces that fit together, although after they were 

rejoined, a noticeable gap measuring about three inches tall and one-half to one inch in 

width remained.  
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Trevor Bussard deep within Bat Cave 

After volunteers cleaned more than 700 broken pieces and stacked them neatly on ledges 
along the passage walls, there was never a piece found that even remotely fit into that gap. 
Either it is still buried in the clay floor or was removed from the cave. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After taking a couple of “before” pictures, I put on disposable gloves and obtained equal 
amounts of part A and Part B and molded them into one-inch balls. Part A was light gray in 
color, Part B was very very white. I attempted to mix in brown soil into the white, hoping it 
would turn a light beige. However, there was a LOT of white to compensate for, so I 
eventually gave up that effort. I kneaded the two parts into one, working it with my gloved 
hands for several minutes until I was convinced it was thoroughly mixed. I then molded it 
into the gap in the drapery, attempting to shape it exactly as I had envisioned the missing 
piece would have been. 

I then found muddy water nearby under a stalactite drip and with gloved fingers, covered 
the very white Magic-Sculpt to somewhat resemble the speleothem itself. After taking two 
“after” pictures, I packed up my supplies and left. Job done except some minor color 
adjustment on the outside of the repair to finish the job. 
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Vice President       Melvin Johnson  
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About SPG  

Springfield Plateau Grotto (SPG) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization made up 

primarily of southwest Missourians who share a common interest in cave conservation, 

surveying and management. Project-oriented, the group works in tandem with public 

agencies and private landowners to enhance understanding of caves and foster 

awareness of the importance of conserving the cave environment. SPG works in 

cooperation with the Missouri Speleological Survey to document, map and study caves 

and is a cooperating member of the Missouri Caves & Karst Conservancy. 

SPG is very serious about our commitment to the well being of Missouri's caves and the 

cavers who visit them. Our members are active in cave exploration, mapping, 

restoration, gating and management.  

SPG membership in the organization is not automatic upon payment of the dues. If you 

are interested in exploring membership with us, please visit the SPG website and 

attend our monthly meetings.  

mailto:journal@spgcavers.org
http://www.mocavesandkarst.org
http://www.spgcavers.org

